**38700 Spindle Snap Ring Pliers for Ford Super Duty**

Used to Replace the Spindle Snap Rings Found on 2007 and Newer Ford Super Duty Pickups.

Rigid plier design with narrow tips to fit into the 2-1/2" inside diameter of the hub. Ratcheting lock mechanism holds the snap ring open for easy removal and installation.

38700 Spindle Pliers Ford, Skin Packed. Shipping wt. 1.5 oz.
38710 Straight Tip Set
59330 Screw
67940 Washer

---

**72350 Manifold Drill Template for Ford 7.3L Diesel**

Removes Broken Exhaust Manifold Bolts on Ford 7.3L Diesel Motors Without Damaging the Cylinder Head.

Tapered bolts center base plate over bolt holes and slip fit bushing allows you to move from hole to hole without moving base plate. Drill depth gauge to make sure water jacket is not pierced. The screw extractor is then used to remove the broken bolt. Includes bushing to drill to tap size when extractor cannot be used.

72350 Drill Kit Ford 7.3L. Molded Case. Shipping wt. 2 lb. 15 oz.
68690 Stud Extractor 71530 3/16" Cobalt Drill
71540 17/64" Cobalt Drill 72310 .332 Q Cobalt Drill
72320 3/16" Drill Bushing, Large 72330 17/64" Drill Bushing, Large
72340 .322 Q Drill Bushing, Large 72360 Lock Screw
72370 10mm Tap Guide 72380 Ford 7.3L Drill Plate
72390 Ford 7.3L Drill Depth Gauage 72410 Alignment Bolt
72420 Case for 72350/72400

---

**72400 Manifold Drill Template for Duramax 6.6L Diesel**

Removes Broken Exhaust Manifold Bolts on Duramax 6.6L Diesel Motors Without Damaging the Cylinder Head.

Tapered bolts center base plate over bolt holes and slip fit bushing allows you to move from hole to hole without moving base plate. Drill depth gauge to make sure water jacket is not pierced. The screw extractor is then used to remove the broken bolt. Includes bushing to drill to tap size when extractor cannot be used.

72400 Drill Kit GM 6.6L. Molded Case. Shipping wt. 4 lb. 1 oz.
68690 Stud Extractor 71530 3/16" Cobalt Drill
71540 17/64" Cobalt Drill 72310 .332 Q Cobalt Drill
72320 3/16" Drill Bushing, Large 72330 17/64" Drill Bushing, Large
72340 .322 Q Drill Bushing, Large 72360 Lock Screw
72370 10mm Tap Guide 72410 Alignment Bolt
72420 Case for 72350/72400
72440 GM 6.6L Drill Depth Gauge
81450 ADAPT-A-CAP
Ideal for Servicing Hard-To-Reach Fluids in Automobiles, Motorcycles, Boats, RVs and Ag Equipment.
Eliminates the need for external pumps, hoses or funnels to transfer fluids. Helps prevent spills and messes. Three tapered urethane adapters to fit most standard quart and larger bottles, so the bottle becomes the pump. When the bottle is squeezed, internal bottle pressure forces the fluid up and out of the tube adapter. Includes three angled tubes, two extension tubes and two pick-up tubes.

29450 SHORT PNEUMATIC ANCHOR PIN BUSHING DRIVER
Includes a 7" Driver for Applications with Limited Access.
Pneumatic bushing driver set removes and installs truck and trailer 1-3/8" anchor pin bushings and stuck anchor pins. Double sided cone snaps onto driver to drive out and install bushings. Use flanged end to install and tapered end to remove. Also removes truck leaf spring bushings.

31750 MINI HOOK AND PICK SET, 4 PC.
Works Great for Removing Hoses, Moldings, Clips, Clamps, Seals, O-Rings, Cotter Pins, and Gaskets.
Includes hook pick, straight pick, 90° pick and combination pick. Small enough for maximum versatility in tight and hard-to-reach places. Dual material handles with heat treated tips for durability.

52460 RAZOR BLADE SCRAPER
Strong, Solid Handle Ideal for Stripping Paint, Caulk, Labels, Overspray, Gasket Material, Urethane and Glue.
No sharpening needed, just replace the blade. Protective cover keeps blade sharp and prevents cuts. Includes one standard single edge blade.